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What if we would not even wait for the answer. Or do not expect it right away. Maybe ever. Maybe even never. Because the question might be just enough. Or the answer might not enhance the question. Perhaps it is the desire for the answer what that question claims. Because referred to it the answer will not longer be just an answer.
At the same time, the question may even dare to mean the answer. Without ever being answered. Or will have to be.

These noon lectures invite various speakers to formulate seven questions. Seven detailed ones. Questions that have been around for so long. But still had to be asked. Questions about the things you can achieve or not*. Questions without any more or drawn-out questions. But always questions that deliver further questions. And again and again.

Seven questions. One reader. So many questions afterwards. And maybe even as answers. Yet not pronounced. Not here and maybe never. But questions that you wanted to hear.
Every time on a Tuesday noon and always according to the calendar. In the office of Universum Carrousel Journey.
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